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CONGRATULATION!

Corti Zootecnici thanks you for your preference, which demonstrates your profound 
competence and attention to the most innovative solutions that the market offers.

We are sure that using this new power supply will reward the trust you have placed in 
us, becoming an important tool for your job.



AUTOMATIC VERSION
Use in a cage or in the presence of a 
very thin litter thickness (0.5 mm - 1 cm)
Allows simultaneous adjustment of the 
entire line of feeders.

PLACE THE CONE IN THE LEAD UPPER 
POSITION FROM TOP TO BOTTOM

MANUAL VERSION
Very easy adjustment for all uses 
with litter through the adjustment 
rod which provides for positioning 
from high to low level of feed 
starting from 7/10 days of life of the 
animals depending on the quality of 
the feed and the size of the animals.
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MAIN FEATURES

• Small size of the feeder, which offers more space a arrangement of 
   animals.

• Very short times for feeding troughs and reduction of total weight of 
    the power line.

• Increased stimulation for repeated feeding of the soul thanks to the 
   continuous call generated by the sound of the spiral that stimulates 
   animals to feed

• Optimization of the use of feed, with any line poultry genetics.

• No impact trauma for animals, thanks to the particular properties of 
   the manger that can oscillate on the axis of the tube, and small plate size.

• Easy cleaning, with no need to remove any components of the 
   power supply.

• Easy access to the feed, from the very first hours of life of the chicks.

• Very easy adjustment.

• Possibility of using only one section of the power supply line, with
   exclusion of unnecessary feeders thanks to the shutter with 
   extraordinary closure of the individual manger per manger.

• Always fresh and highly palatable feed, free of impurities, adhering to 
   the standards required by antibiotic free farms.

• Inability to access the chicks in the feeder.

• Tested to fit 100 animals per feeder.



CEILING LIFTING SYSTEM

Our “INFINITY” feeding system is normally supplied with a lifting winch to be 
fixed to the ceiling. It is mounted in the central point of the line in order to halve 
the length of the cables, with consequent halving of the load supported by the 
lifting cables.

CENTRAL WINCH ASSEMBLY

Install the winch by drilling the ceiling in a central position above the feeding 
line (in the center of the circuit) in the most solid point, so as to make it possible 
to transport the weight of the entire line.

Fix the Ø 60 mm pulleys to the tie rods or to self-tapping hooks or eyelets (not 
supplied) in order to support the weight of the wire, maintaining a distance of 
approx. 3M between them and being careful to maintain perfect alignment 
with the winch. It is preferable to keep a distance between the pulleys greater 
than the distance from the ground at the point of maximum lifting, to avoid 
that, once lifted, the screw clamps interfere with the pulleys.
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DEPENDING ON THE LENGTH AND WEIGHT OF THE LINE, WE HAVE 
DIFFERENT LIFTING SOLUTIONS

ELECTRIC WINCH AT THE HEAD DOUBLE ELECTRIC WINCH
CENTRAL

MANUAL WINCH AT THE HEAD CENTRAL MANUAL WINCH

Ceiling lift example:



Fig. 1

Spread the Ø 4 mm cable along the ground up to the bottom line pulley, 
exiting the other pulleys and taking care when unwinding the cable not to 
get it twisted, to avoid twisting when tensioned. Pass the galvanized cable Ø 
4 mm through the hole in the winch, leave out half of its length on each side 
or proportionally so that its ends reach the opposite ends of the rope, wind the 
cable on the winch at least twice, to increase the friction of the long cable 
(Fig. 2).

Fig. 2
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For the first two branch cables on both sides, couple a Ø 60 mm pulley to 
another to return the branch cable (Fig. 1), so as to prevent the screw terminals 
from being lifted interfere with the winch.



Instead of the Ø 60 mm bottom pulley on both sides of the line, join a piece 
of Ø 6 mm polyethylene rope to the end of the galvanized cable Ø 4 mm, 
using the appropriate screw clamps (Fig. 4).
It is advisable to cut it at a length equal to the distance between the galvani-
zed cable and the ground + 25 cm, in order to have approx. 10 cm beyond 
the pulley Ø 60 mm and the remaining part useful for hooking the rope.

Fig. 4
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Temporarily block the ends of the cable (for example using the tension bars), 
in the most appropriate position; extend the cable to lift it, operating the 
winch and help it to go up by tying it to some of the tension bars using pieces 
of steel wire.

At the end of the operation both ends of the cable must reach a distance 
of approx. 20 cm from the pulleys Ø 60 mm, placed at both ends of the line 
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3



At this point, join the preassembled feed line, fixing it to the two hanging 
polyethylene ropes with the special metal screw clamp, joining the feeding 
drive unit on one side (Fig. 5), and the feed hopper on the side opposite to 
(Fig.6).

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

To obtain the lifting of the tube, the rope (cut into pieces like the previous 
ones) must be wrapped around the tube: open approx. Slit of 10 cm on one 
end of the rope, (after having appropriately contracted it to facilitate the 
formation of the slot), pass it through the other end so as to have a tension of 
the rope when put in traction (Fig. 7), pass through pulleys Ø60 mm and fix it 
to the galvanized cable with the appropriate screw terminals (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7 Fig. 8
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ASSEMBLY OF THE FEEDING LINE
Align the pipes of the supply line to the ground, in the position where the line 
will be set up. Align the drip feed holes, join the pipes using the appropriate 
clamp ( Fig. 9).

Attention!

At the end of the set-up operation, the head of the tube with a 
larger diameter must be on the side of the loading and feeding 
hopper and the head with a smaller diameter must be on the side 
of the feed drive unit.
Insert the spiral into the tube along the entire length of the line (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9

Fig. 10
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Attach the drive unit to a tube head (Fig. 11); the hopper must be fixed to the 
opposite head (Fig. 12).

Using the appropriate hose clamps, rotate the hose so as to have all the drip 
feed holes oriented downwards.

Using the appropriate screw, connect the spiral to the pins of the loading-
feeding hopper and the drive unit of the feeding line (Fig. 13).

Fig. 11 Fig. 12

Fig. 13
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To obtain the lifting of the pipe, the rope (cut into pieces like the previous 
ones) must be wrapped around the tube: open a slot of approx. 10 cm on the 
end of the rope, (after having properly contracted it to favor the formation 
of the slot), pass it through the other end so as to have a tension of the rope 
when put in traction (Fig. 16), pass through the pulleys Ø 60 mm and fix it to 
the galvanized cable with the special screw terminals (Fig. 17).

Connect the drive unit (Fig.14) and the loading hopper (Fig.15) to the rope 
lifting, inserting them in the appropriate eyelets and using the appropriate 
screw terminals.

Fig. 14

Fig. 16 Fig. 17

Fig. 15
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PAN FEEDER ASSEMBLY

To mount the plate on the feed tube, it is recommended to use a tube 
reference with a length of approximately 30 cm. Place the tube on a fixed 
base, overturn the plate and rest it on the previously positioned tube. Align the 
feed tube and plate then insert the feed pipe into the hole plate and press 
firmly (Fig. 19) on the feed pipe until it is fully joined. To facilitate assembly, it is 
advisable to avoid this operation with a temperature below 15 °.

Fig. 19
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Insert the shutter inside the caps kit, taking care to insert it in correspondence 
with the open side with the feed passage hole in the galvanized pipe ( Fig. 
21 ).

Join the assembled pan feeder to the anchor cup kit (Fig. 22), then rotate the 
pan feeder to lock it (Fig.23). 

Fig. 21

Fig. 22 Fig. 23

Fig. 24
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CAPACITIVE SENSOR ASSEMBLY
Hook the yellow capacity sensor holder to the outside of the feed tube, then 
insert the capacitive sensor near the feed pipe to make easy the reading of 
the feed passage; take care to position the sensor sensitivity adjustment in 
the correct slot and insert the protection cup up to the looking “Clack” to 
guarantee the correct position of the sensor. (Fig.25).

Fig. 25



DISMOUNTING OF PAN FEEDER FROM PIPE
      OF THE FEEDING LINE

In case of need to disconnect the pan feeder from the feedng line, press the 
button to disconnect the pan feeder from the feeding line (Fig. 27).

Fig. 27
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USE OF THE PAN FEEDER DURING THE BREEDING CYCLE

Assembly
INFINITY has been designed with a perfect height of the edge of the 
feeding plate to adapt to the needs of the animals during the cycle, 
also facilitating the nutrition of the smallest animals and also prevents 
the waste of food with adult animals using the imprinting concept.

Cleaning
The ability to swing the pan feeder, in addition to limiting the impact 
with the animal, facilitates cleaning operations. The “Infinity” pan 
feeder does not require disassembly. Only a high-pressure cleaner is 
sufficient for cleaning.
The 180 ° rotation facilitates emptying the plate of water residues. 



Infinity feeder weight empty 315 gr

Minimum level feed weight
520 gr

Infinity feeder weight + minimum level feed 835 gr

Maximum level feed weight 1.340 gr

Infinity feeder weight + maximum level feed 1.655 gr

Infinity feeder weight empty line feed control (capacitive 
sensor + sensor holder)

435 gr

Galvanized tube weight for feed transport Ø45mm and 
thickness 1.00mm Weight / meter

1.100 gr

Feed weight in 1 meter of Ø45mm thick tube
1.2 mm and 1.00 mm

1.000 gr 

Feed transport spiral weight for tube Ø45 gr / mt 550/600 gr

Hose clamp 80 gr 

Weight 3 mt of hose 45 thickness 1,2 mm + 1 hose clamp + 3 
mt spiral + feed + 4 Infinity high level feeders

kg.16,12 al mt 
kg. 5,373

Weight 3 mt of hose diam 45 thickness 1.2 mm + 1 hose 
clamp + 3 mt spiral + without feed + 4 empty Infinity feeders

Kg. 7,76 al 
metro kg. 2,586

Weight 3 mt of tube diam 45 thickness 1.00 mm + 1 hose 
clamp + 3 mt spiral + feed + 4 Infinity high level feed troughs

kg 15,52 al 
metro kg. 5,173

Weight 3 mt of tube diam 45 thickness 1 mm + 1 hose clamp 
+ 3 mt spiral + without feed + 4 empty Infinity feeders

kg. 7,16 al mt 
kg. 2,386

WEIGHTS AND CHARACTERISTICS



TOWING GROUPS WEIGHTS

CV KW KG

0,5 0,37 17

0,75 0,55 17

1 0,75 18

1,5 1,1 18
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INFINITY’S MATERIAL COMPOSITION
Virgin shockproof PP copolymer with anti UV potection



Via Volta 4, Monvalle (VA) 21020, Italy 
info@cortizootecnici.com |+39 0332 799 985 | www.cortizootecnici.it


